ROOF PENETRATION
"BASEBALL DIAMOND" BOOT BASE

PLAN VIEW

1. ENGLERT Z-CLOSURE ALONG ALL
   (4) EDGES OF FLAT TOP FLASHING
2. NOTE: NOTCH FLANGES OF Z-CLOSURE AND
   ① => FOLD VERTICAL WEB PARALLEL w/ SEAM
   FOR SEALANT
   ② => CREATE MITERED CORNER IN VERTICAL WEB

ELEVATION VIEW

- ENGLERT Z-CLOSURE w/ ENGLERT
  TUBE SEALANT ON ALL CUT EDGES
- ENGLERT BUTYL TAPE SEALANT
- PANCAKE SCREW PER PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

Sheet Metal to create tube around obstruction
Existing obstruction intersecting roof panel seam
Roof penetration boot (see detail R26)
Roof panel seam

24 GA PAINTED COVER
STAINLESS STEEL POP RIVET @ 4" O.C.
ENGLERT 22 GA MIN. FLAT TOP FLASHING

CAUTION - THIS DETAIL WILL
PIN PANELS AT THIS POINT!

NOTE: THIS DETAIL SHALL BE USED WHEN
PANEL SEAM INTERSECTS PENETRATION
or BOOT IS WITHIN 1" OF SEAM.